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HEN1002
HENRY REPEAT
RIFLE Cal. 22 LR 

AG096 C .22 LR  10  47  93  2500  Ambidextrous  
1039.00 € incl.

tax

For western shooting enthusiasts, Henry presents a lever action rifle in 22LR caliber for more
economical recreational shooting.
Faithful to its heritage, this underguard lever rifle uses the original Henry system with an external hammer
that the breech cocks, as well as a tubular magazine. The latter can hold up to 9 shots and is reloaded from
the front thanks to an opening in the tube. Once inserted, the brass pusher, containing the feed spring, locks
the assembly.

Chambered for shooting the widely used .22 LR, this underguard lever rifle can also fire .22 Long and .22
Short. This allows you to enjoy very pleasant subsonic performance without requiring the use of a silencer.

 

A must-have to enrich your firearm collection
It is well known that sports shooters value precision. Whether using a .308 Win bolt-action rifle or a CZ
SP01 Shadow, the beauty of group shooting embodies the nobility of our discipline. However, who could
object to a little diversion from time to time? Who wouldn't feel the occasional urge to have fun with a
challenging and dynamic weapon without spending a fortune?

 

Features
Despite its sobriety, the Henry Classic Lever Action benefits from a magnificent American walnut stock. Its
46 cm barrel is made of bronzed steel and harmonizes perfectly with the painted alloy case. Some might
criticize the use of steel, deemed unnecessary for a caliber as mild as the .22 LR, in our opinion.

By putting aside the artifices, Henry concentrates on the essential: the pleasure of shooting. The softness of
the wood caresses the shooter's hand, the weapon is shouldered and aimed naturally with great ease. The
remarkable mechanical fluidity of the underguard lever should also be highlighted. This is simply astonishing
for a weapon of this price.

The sights encourage rapid fire, an invitation that is difficult to resist. The blade front sight is protected by a
steel tunnel, while the rear sight is adjustable in height and windage. For optics enthusiasts, an 11mm rail is
provided to accommodate a riflescope.

 

In summary, it is a total success which demonstrates that American manufacturing can offer quality while
controlling its costs. A rare opportunity not to be missed.
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Rifled barrel
Bronzed steel receiver
English American walnut stock
Adjustable rise
Magazine capacity: 9+1 rounds

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


